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REAL PROJECT

they were awarded the technical

achievement

Oscar,

to which they added other

national prizes like the
award.
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Their

next product,

Maxwell Render,

6

May 2013

was a light simulator capable

of creating images that are almost indistinguishable from the real
thing.

Architects,

engineers or designers can use the photo quality

synthetic images that this camera simulator creates to visualize
their designs on screen and optimize their products before they are
built physically.

Thanks

to their background, they were able

to spot potential markets in the engineering
world.

The

The source and exclusive means
Next Limit is its R&D strategy.

of progress at

So, they are now partnering medical projects exploring
the field of biotechnology on.
Next Limit is now a big family with talented members
of different nationalities and from different fields, including
mathematics, physics, communication and
marketing. This hi-tech enterprise is an example of how two
enterprising, innovative, well-trained UPM alumni managed,
with a lot of effort and hard work,
to set up a leading software company.

Next Limit

injection of new talent and the design of new

algorithms resulted in

Xflow. Xflow

is a new fluid

CELEBRATING ITS 15TH ANNIVERSARY

simulator for naval, automotive and aeronautical
design applications.
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Simulation software enterprise
started up by School of Naval Engineering (ETSI Navales) and School of Aeronautical
Engineering (ETSI Aeronáuticos) alumni

They decided to try their luck on the
American market, packed their bags and
set off for Los Angeles where they exhibited
at SIGGRAPH, the world’s most important
computer graphics fair, for the first time
in 1999.

In the late 1990s,
Victor and Ignacio
were just two

UPM students, one
School of
Naval Engineering

at the

and the other at the

School of Aeronautical
Engineering, who
were forming

similar interests.

They were oblivious

to the fact that fate
was to bring them
together years later
at their first job.

T heir first software application
was RealFlow, a physical simulator
strategically

effects market.

targeting

RealFlow

the

digital

is capable of

creating complex scenes in which the

The

elements of nature play the lead role:
fruit of that wonderful

stroke of luck was their first

simulation, which developed, in
time, into

One

RealFlow.

afternoon they decided to

try out a new algorithm, which
they left running all night.

lava flowing from an erupting volcano

Return of the King, part of the
Rings trilogy, a storm at
sea in Poseidon, spattering blood in
300 and many others...
in the

Lord

of the

RealFlow
soon became their

star product, for which they
received the recognition of the

North American visual effects
market.

Full of ambition

and self-confidence,
they launched their venture
in pursuit of their dream.

They returned the next morning to check the results. What
they found on screen was a simulation of particles
behaving like a fluid.

Chemistry

and like ideas on the world of computer graphics

ripened this seed and brought to fruition

Technologies.
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